
Some updated info on Zeiss 
OTUS 55 & 28mm focal length 

lenses
Andy Rasmussen Magis-100 mtg, 210318

Roll-up of Michael Greenberg findings using Zeiss provided “black box” 
zemax files, and some window options



-0.15 magnification for each system



55mm without (left) and with (right) 10mm vacuum 
barrier and reoptimized (cf. Michael G's email):



55mm with barrier (left) and then optimized 
for on-axis performance (67.5 lp/mm) (right):

Optimize here
Pay penalty here



More attempts to optimize global performance 
using the OTUS 55mm black box:

Michael G. also tried optimizing imaging parameters for off-axis (10mm image height-center) and 
then relaxed other parameters to achieve better contrast on-axis (right), and got results similar to 
the first attempt, arguably with some astigmatism penalty:



Similar corresponding investigations using the 28mm model, taking the 
same optimization strategy. 55mm (left), 28mm (right):

55mm 28mm

28mm lens doesn't offer as much imaging resolution as 55mm but probably has significantly more light for the 
same image space F/#.



Michael G. shared his progress files with us so that we could investigate further. 
Adopted working F/# of 1.706, magnification –0.147 set by object distance.

Continuing where he left off, the archive apparently wasn't saved with the recipes he used for evaluating the 
MTF vs. Field (configuration #4). Details depend on working F/#, field and pupil sampling, etc.



Minimizing on wavefront error appears to do a good job in terms of spot rms, but 
MTF displays significant elongation/astigmatism in the spots. 
NB: only 1 degree of freedom was adjusted, axial position of the focus group of lens 
elements. Optimization translated this group by 53 microns.

Optical simulations suggest reasonable performance may be available, but do not show us how to reach those operating parameters.



Finally, allow object plane to become an even aspheric object surface 
with fixed apex. (solution has additional 33 micron axial shift of focus 
group and aspheric terms on next page.



Best object surface solution for performance on previous page. Peak-to-valley of 
object surface is roughly 7mm and provides modest performance improvements 
seen last slide.



The above zemax studies using OTUS 55mm black box 
lens included a 10mm plano-plano vacuum barrier.

• Introduction of the vacuum barrier was found by Michael G. to have 
modest, maybe negligible impact on imaging performance.

• If the optical relay mirrors are arranged outside the vacuum on the far 
side, the light would need to pass through 3 windows and 6 
interfaces:
• Vacuum-glass, glass-air, (reflector), air-glass, glass-vacuum, vacuum-glass, 

glass-air, (camera lens).

• The first pass through the window on the reflector side will have the steepest 
angle. In the following, we study the aberrations induced by that pass, to 
estimate impact on imaging fidelity. Expect astigmatism and an effective blur 
circle diameter in the case where desired image has no net ellipticity.



Geometric impact of 3 passages throguh window

Camera entrance

theta2

theta1

Mirror relay

theta2

theta1

Looks like:

Record: lateral & longitudinal shifts of the 
apparent source, separation between orthogonal 
best focus, and minimum blur size.



Results of 3x window passage, for 10mm thick window. Trial full cone opening angle 
is 5.7 deg (F/10 beam)
NB: blur rapidly exceeds 40um beyond 30 degrees in theta1.

Radial & lateral 
((tangential/saggital)
best focus 
determination

Shape of irreducible 
blur (evaluated at 
radial best focus), 
23.5 um radial rms



Aberrations due to diverging beam passing through a curved window 
with surface normal coincident with prime rays approaching entrance 
pupil:

Source-apex distance (vac)

Apex-pupil distance (air) (=ROC)

10mm = ROC(S1) - ROC(S2)

Aper

F/# = (source-apex + apex-pupil)/Aper



For combinations of F/#, source-apex & ROC, tracing rays back to 
minimum radial RMS gives an irreducible blur at the object, driven by 
spherical aberration.

Here constraints were:
ROC + source-apex = 450mm
F/# ~ 450mm/Aper
Window thickness = 10mm


